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Let r(Pk, K,,,) denote the (mixed) Ramsey number between a path Pk on k 
vertices and a K,,,. Thus r(Pk, K,,,) is the minimal number such that every 
graph G on r(P,,, K,,,) vertices either contains a Pk, or else contains a K,,, in the 
complement G. 
Theorem. r(Pk, K,,,) s n + m + k - 2. 
Proof. The theorem is trivially true for IZ + m + k = 4. Assume to obtain a 
contradiction that 
T(&, K,,,) > n + m + k - 2. (1) 
This implies the existence of a graph on 12 + m + k - 2 vertices which does not 
contain any Pk, and whose complement contains no K,,,. Let G be an example of 
such a graph with the minimum number v(G) of vertices. Since the theorem 
clearly holds for all k when it = m = 1, we know that v(G) 2 k. 
We next prove that G is connected. (2) 
Proof of (2). Assume to the contrary that G is separated into disjoint graphs G1 
and G2. Put Y, = v(G,) and v2 = v(G2). Since G, and G2 are disjoint, G contains a 
K Y,,V2. This implies that either Y, <n or v2<m, let’s say the former. We have 
v(G2) = IZ - v1 + m + k - 2 2 r(Pk, K,_,,,,), 
since G is a smallest counterexample. Hence G2 contains a K,,_,,,, (we know that 
G2 $ P,J. But then G contains a K,,,, contradicting the choice of G. Hence (2) 
holds. 
By the choice of G, r(Pk_-l, K,,,) S n + m + k - 3; hence G contains a Pk_,. 
LetP:z,-z2--* * - zk_, be such a path in G. 
PutH=G-V(P)andletH,,H,,..., Hp be the connected components of H 
with indices chosen such that 
Put 
v(Hi) 3 v(H,.+~) for i = 1, 2, . . . , p - 1. 
s = min t: i v(Hi) 3 n 
1 r=l I 
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and 
q = min{t: 2, or z&_1 iS joined to a Hi with i 6 s}. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that zq is joined to a component H, 
with r GS. We note that q > 1 since P is maximal. Put 
and 
R = {zk--q+l, zk--q+Z, . . . , zk--1). 
By definition Q and R are nonadjacent to every vertex in N = UC1 Hi, and so is 
every vertex in A4 = U,EB+I Hi. Hence 2q - 2 + v(M) < m, since otherwise 
G 1 K,,,. Put 




Note that n, > 0 since II > v(N) - v(Hs) s v(N) - v(Hr). Moreover, v(N) + 
v(M) = v(G) - v(P) = n + m - 1. Hence 
v(Hr) = it + m - 1 - v(N) - v(M) + v(Hr) = n1 + m, + 2q - 3, 
which gives 
since G was a smallest counterexample. This means that either H, contains a 
Pzy_, or else !?, contains a K,,,,,,. Both these cases lead to a contradiction as 
follows. If H, contains a P2q_-1, let S: x1 -x2. . - x2q_-l be one such path. There 
exists a path T: z4 - v, - v2. . . v, -x, in G, all of whose interior vertices belong 
to H, - V(S). We know that either 1(x,, x2, . . . , x,}l aq or 
I{&, x,+1, . . . , x,}l >q (since v(S) = 2q - l), let’s say the former. 
Then x1 -x2 * . . -x, - vf - vrml . . . -vl - .q, - zqfl . . . zk-1 is a path of length 
at least k - 1; i.e. a Pk. 
Since G contains no Pk, H, contains no P2,_,: we deduce that H, contans a 
K n,,m,. In other words there exist disjoint sets of vertices X = {xl, . . . , AT,,} and 
Y = {yl, yz, . . . , y,,} in H, such that no vertex of X is joined to any vertex of Y. 
But then no vertex of the n vertices in X U (N - V(H,)) is joined to any of the 
m vertices in R U S U Y U M; i.e. G contains a K,,,, contrary to the choice of G. 
This final contradiction proves the theorem. 0 
Corollary. r(Pk, K,,,) = n + m + k - 2 ifn = m = 1 (mod k - 1). 
Proof. The graph (n + m - 2 + k - l)l(k - l)K,_, has n + m + k - 3 vertices 
and contains no Pk while its complement contains no K,.,. c] 
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Remark. It seems likely that the determination of r(P,, K,,,) for all k, n, m will 
be tricky. Parsons [2] has determined T(&, K,,,) for all k and m; the results are 
slightly surprising. The reader is referred to [2] for details. 
For background material on generalized Ramsey numbers see [l]. 
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